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Guide to watching “13 Reasons Why” 
Season 2

Episode 4

 - Alex continues to have flashbacks to his suicide attempt. 
Potential Triggers

Notice
+  Alex noticed Jessica is still uncomfortable with physical contact and was respectful of 
    that. 
+ Alex’s dad is still struggling with guilt after his attempt because it was his gun. He himself 
   may need counseling or therapy. 

Invite
+ Amid the “rumors” of the case and Mr. Porter visiting his home, Bryce’s mother is worried 
   about her son. She seems more alert to his behaviors and reaches out to talk to him about 
   how school, the case, and he is doing. She suggests he talks to a counselor or another 
   adult if needed. 

+ Jessica brings the threat she received to her parents’ and Mr. Porter’s attention, which was 
   the right thing to do. Mr. Porter reminds her that she’s safe to tell the truth and he is there to 
   help, which is true in all school settings. 

+ When Alex says he’s “fine,” Jessica pushes further to find out how he’s truly feeling. Jessica 
   tells Alex she feels like a stranger in her own body and mind at times. 

Challenge
- Some of the baseball players joke about 
  Alex blowing his brains out, which is very 
  inappropriate. No one challenged stigma 
  or stood up for him. 
- Flashback: When the boys are talking    
  negatively about Hannah on Valentine’s 
  Day, one of them could have stood up for 
  her or ended the conversation. 
+ The threats and pictures should be turned 
   into a trusted adult. 

Empower
+ Clay, Tony and Sheri are all working 
   together to detox Justin. 
+ Did you notice missed opportunities for 
   empowerment?  

Resources
+ benice. org       + Suicide Prevention Lifeline 1-800-273-8255  

+ Crisis Prevention Textline 741741        + http://www.13reasonswhy.info/
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